Abstract. We prove that for each multiplicative subgroup A of finite index in Q + , the set of integers a with a, a + 1 ∈ A is an IP-set. This generalizes a theorem of Hildebrand concerning completely multiplicative functions taking values in the k-th roots of unity.
A theorem of Hildebrand [Hil91, Theorem 2], which was essential in answering a question of Lehmer, Lehmer and Mills on consecutive power residues ( [LLM63] ) can be formulated as follows:
Theorem 1 (Hildebrand) . Fix some k ∈ Z + . If f : Z + → C is a completely multiplicative function (i.e. f (mn) = f (m)f (n) for all m, n ∈ Z + ) taking its values in the k-th roots of unity then the set of a ∈ Z + fulfilling f (a) = f (a + 1) = 1 is nonempty.
Remark 1. Hildebrand actually proved more, i.e. there is a constant c(k), independent on the specific multiplicative function f , and an a ∈ Z + such that a ≤ c(k) and f (a) = f (a + 1) = 1. However, by a standard compactness argument, these versions can be seen to be equivalent.
It makes sense to restate Hildebrand's result as follows:
The original proof made use of analytic methods and was rather long. We will give a short elementary proof of a more general theorem. However, before we can state (and prove) our generalization we need some notation and the set-theoretical version of Hindman's theorem: We denote by P f in (Z + ) the set of finite, non-empty subsets of 
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We can now state our generalization of Hildebrand's theorem:
Hildebrand's proof of Theorem 2 is an application of Ramsey's theorem on gcd-sequences, i.e. sequences where the consecutive differences are the gcds of the corresponding terms. We will use a similar concept: Definition 1. For a sequence s n and a finite subset A ⊂ Z + , set
A block-divisible sequence is a strictly decreasing sequence s n in Z + such that for A, B ∈ P f in (Z + ), s A divides s B whenever A ≺ B.
For our proof, any block-divisible sequence will work. Thus, we only need to confirm the existence of block-divisible sequences:
There is a block-divisible sequence in Z + .
Proof. We construct a sequence as follows:
Ignoring the s 0 at the beginning, we end up with a strictly increasing sequence fulfilling the desired divisibility condition.
Now we can show our main result:
By the definition of block-divisibility, s A 1 divides s A for all A ∈ F U(A 2 , A 3 . . .) and, consequently, for all A ∈ F U(A 1 , A 2 . . .), too. Thus, defining b i := s A i , the members of F S(b 1 , b 2 , . . .) all lie in the same coset of A and are divisible by b 1 . Therefore, setting a i := 
